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Recruiting top talent can pose a challenge, especially when the company can't pay top dollar. In those 
cases, it's important to think anew and use the employment contract as a vehicle for recruitment. 
  
A good contract cannot fix a bad hire or create a good job. However, thoughtful negotiation will set the 
foundation for a good company-talent relationship. 
  
For the employee, the best time to negotiate is at the time of recruitment. Key terms include: signing 
bonus, stock, options, position, benefits, relocation and restrictive covenants. 
  
Seeking fair terms that benefit both sides can produce a win-win. The employee achieves the reasonable 
terms he or she seeks, and the company gains a willing recruit it might otherwise have lost. 
  
1. Golden key to hiring: 
Often recruits have vesting equity, bonuses or other benefits they will lose if they switch employers. A 
signing bonus is the way to unlock these golden handcuffs of the current employer. It also builds a 
relationship between the recruit and the new employer, taking account of the employee's legitimate 
concerns in making a move to a new team, position and company. 
  
Signing bonus amounts vary based on the necessity and value-add to the company. They can include 
cash, stock, stock options or other considerations. 
  
2. Beating the cash barrier: 
Starting salary is often a key barrier to hiring. The employment contract can break the barrier to 
recruitment in the form of a bonus between what the employee wants and what the company can pay - 
but this involves paying the employee what he or she wants only if the objectives of the bonus are met 
and the company thus has money to pay the employee. 
  
Bonus-based objectives can be revenue-based - for example, in sales - or based on savings and 
efficiencies - in operations - or other objectives where the company will make money it can then share 
with the employee to pay the bonus. The bonus can be targeted, but can also provide a blow-out feature 
if targets are exceeded. 
  
3. Equity stake to stimulate loyalty: 
Stock and options should reward loyalty, individual achievements and company success. 
  
To enhance the offer and provide a real, non-illusory equity stake, the company can include rights to the 
following: 
  



a) Change of control acceleration, or the acceleration of vesting of stock or options if there is a change of 
control of the company. 
  
b) Information rights, or the contractual right to obtain financial statements and information on company 
performance. 
  
c) Cash-out rights, or the right to cash out employee shares on same terms of any founder who finds a 
buyer for his or her shares. 
  
d) Post-termination protections. 
  
Equity should be structured to be taxed at the lowest possible rate to enhance your talent's take-home 
benefit. For high-value equity, options are best; stock is better for low- value equity. Phantom stock can 
be used in a family business or nonprofit or when equity is just not available. 
  
4. Safeguarding the secret sauce: 
Nondisclosure agreements need to protect trade secrets but should not extend to public knowledge or the 
recruit's existing knowledge, Rolodex or inventions. 
  
Noncompete agreements need to keep the talent from accepting positions in direct competition, soliciting 
customers, prospects or partners, or raiding employees after leaving the company, but the duration 
should be reasonable. 
  
5. Showing commitment: 
The employment contract should establish authority and adequate visibility for the executive, including 
responsibilities, officer or board positions, performance targets, reporting structures, budget and support. 
  
The contract should provide a fixed term with mutual early termination clauses that ensure both sides 
know the rules when changes occur down the road. 
  
The employer should expect to protect the incoming talent against termination without cause by offering 
some sort of severance package. This will help sway a reluctant prospect toward the company and 
discourage violation of the noncompete clauses upon termination. 
  
6. Relationship cues: 
The success of the talent-company partnership lies in compatibility, a matchup of skills and personality 
and a contribution of intelligence information. Each side's behavior during the contract negotiation will 
provide insight into how the relationship will transpire. Don't be afraid of a "no" in negotiations, and avoid 
a hire when the negotiations reveal warnings of a bad fit. 
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